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Double-ups

How might this assessment contribute
to infants’ and toddlers’ learning?

This assessment provides insights for Erica’s
teachers and parents into what her emerging
working theories may be about objects in her
world.  (X is like Y because it shares key
features.)  Both the teacher and Erica’s parents
recognise the connected nature of the events
recorded in this learning story.  They also
recognise that Erica needs time, space, and
opportunities to develop working theories about
things in her environment.  Adults have not
intervened or interrupted these times of
exploration.  Rather, they plan to ensure that
there are opportunities for further explorations of
the kind described in the story.

What might this tell us about informal
noticing, recognising, and responding
in this place?

Objects that can be used for many purposes,
such as those described in the story, allow
children to determine their use.  In this centre,
they are available at heights that are accessible
to infants and toddlers, allowing and empowering
them to respond spontaneously.

What’s happening here?

Erica selects objects in both her centre and home
environments in the same way.  She explores
what she can do with these objects as she crawls
about these two environments. 

What aspects of assessment for
infants and toddlers does this
exemplify?

This assessment documents Erica’s developing
understandings.  She appears to be exploring the
concept of “pairs”.  The teacher notes that she is
not only selecting two of the same objects but on
this occasion seems to be studying them (the
bracelets) as if making a comparison.  She is also
experimenting with what she can do with these
objects (as with the two plastic plates), perhaps
finding alternatives to the usual and familiar.

The teacher ensures that Erica’s parents are
contributing members of the “feedback loop”.
She shares what she has noticed over a period of
Erica’s play and seeks and includes Erica’s
parents’ observations from home before
documenting some potential responses.  


